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Details of Visit:

Author: buffalo
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 19 Apr 2011 12.30pm
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sophia-escort.co.uk

The Premises:

Terraced house which is much nicer in than out. Bedroom very tastefully decorated and bathroom
fine with clean towels and hot shower. Easy on road free parking outside. Door opened by maid
who was polite and pleasant. I was offered a drink, which declined as I had brought my own. 

The Lady:

WOW! I am not given to overstating on these reports but Sophia is really gorgeous. Superb tanned
body, slim with great boobs and lovely legs. This young lady is seriously FIT!
Facially, her almond shaped eyes add to her sexiness and her soft lips are made for kissing, which
she does freely! All in all, a stunning lady! 

The Story:

Within a few minutes of this encounter, I asked Sophia if I could book her again, some weeks ahead
when I am next in Leicester. I knew even then I wanted to return!

I had stripped and was waiting for Sophia on the bed and she came in, whipped off her sexy
underwear, leaving on her hold-up black stockings. We then proceeded to have a true GFE, so
much so that we spent as much time chatting as we did having sex, often doing both at the same
time. Sophia is a natural conversationalist and I should think she would make a fantastic escort for
anyone wanting an intelligent, charming and chatty partner for a dinner date etc.

I felt totally at ease and having sex with such a gorgeous young woman who seemed to be enjoying
herself too was a wonderful experience. My only regret is that my inability to maintain an erection
put anal out of the equation. Next time I will definitely make sure this is on - even if I have to take 2
Viagra! I was trying to think of something negative and the only thing I could think of was that oral is
with whereas I much prefer it without the cover, but even this waas done so well I soon forgot the
mac was on.

Thank you, Sophia, for a memorable experience. I cannot wait for the next encounter. I have
already started looking for those CDs we discussed.
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